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CONTINUOUSLY PERFECTLY NORMAL SPACES

AND SOME GENERALIZATIONS

BY

GARY GRUENHAGEi1)

ABSTRACT.  In this work we continue the study of continuously perfectly

normal, continuously normal, and continuously completely regular spaces

which was begun by Phillip Zenor.  Among other results, we prove that separ-

able continuously completely regular spaces are metrizable, and provide an

example of a nonmetrizable continuously perfectly normal space.

I. Introduction. The classes of continuously perfectly normal spaces, con-

tinuously normal spaces, and continuously completely regular spaces were first

studied by Phillip Zenor in [16]. In this paper we continue this study, obtaining

extensions and improvements of a number of Zenor's results, as well as new results.

In §11, we introduce two new classes of spaces and use them to obtain re-

sults concerning certain local properties of the spaces which are the subject of

this paper. For example, we show that every continuously perfectly normal space

is countably bisequential, and then extend this result under various assumptions

to continuously normal and continuously completely regular spaces.

In §111, we turn our attention to metrization theorems.   We show that

every separable continously completely regular space is metrizable. We obtain an

even better result for continuously perfectly normal spaces.  §IV is devoted to

examples, including an example of a nonmetrizable continuously perfectly normal

space (which answers a question of Zenor).

The concept of continuously perfectly normal spaces had its origins in a

characterization of stratifiable spaces due to Carlos Borges [1, Theorem 5.2]. Let

2X denote the space of closed subsets of a space X, with the finite topology(2),

and let C+(X) he the space of continuous nonnegative real-valued functions de-

fined on X, with the compact-open topology. By Borges' theorem, a space X is
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stratifiable if and only if there is a function <¡>: 2X —*■ C+(X) satisfying the

following requirements:

(a) for each H E 2X, H = {x G X\ <¡>(H) (x) = 0},

(b) if H and K axe elements of 2X such that HCK, then <¡>(K) (x) <

*(/Y)(x)foraUxGX

In [15], Zenor proved that if we add the property

(c) 0 is a continuous map,

then X is metrizable. His attempts to improve his metrization theorem by getting

rid of a property implied by (b) led to the notion of a continuously perfectly

normal space. Every continuously perfectly normal space admits a function satis-

fying (a) and (c).

We shall now define continuously perfectly normal, continuously normal,

and continuously completely regular spaces. All our spaces are assumed to be Tx.

Let M(X) = {(H, K) E 2X x 2X\H n K = 0}. Let V(X) = {(x, K) E X x

2*|x £K}.

A function T: X x 2X —► [0, 1 ] is called a perfect normality operator

(abbreviated PN-operator) if, for each H E 2X, H = {x E X\ T(x, H) = 0}. A

space is said to be continuously perfectly normal (abbreviated CPN) if it admits

a continuous PN-operator.

A function T: X x H(X) —► [0, 1] is called a normality operator (N-oper-

ator) if for every pair (H, K) E M(X), we have H C {x G X\ T(x, (H, K))} = 0,

and K C {x G X\ T(x, (H, K))} = 1. A space is continuously normal (CN) if it

admits a continuous N-operator.

Similarly, a function T: X x V(X) —> [0, 1] is a complete regularity oper-

ator (CR-operator) if, for each (x, H) E X x V(X), T(x, (x, H)) = 0andHC

{y E X\ T(y, (x, H))} = 1. A space is continuously completely regular (CCR)

if it admits a continuous CR-operator. Clearly every CN-space is a CCR-space.

It is easily seen from the definition that a space Jfis a CPN-space only if it

admits a function 0: 2X —*■ C+(X) satisfying (a) and (c) above. However, it is

not known whether every CPN-space is stratifiable; in fact, it is not known if

every CPN-space is paracompact.

We now list some of the results obtained by Zenor, many of which will be

referred to later in this paper.

(i) Every metric space is a CPN-space and every CPN-space is a CN-space.

Every subspace of a CPN-space is a CPN-space.

(ii) Every CPN-space is a Fréchet space.

(iii) Every CPN-space is collectionwise normal.

(iv) A CPN-space is metrizable if and only if it is a wA-space [3]. A

separable CCR-space is metrizable if and only if it is a wA-space.
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(v) A space X is metrizable if and only if it admits a continuous PN-oper-

ator T such that if A is a finite subset of X and x E K, then T(y, K) < T(y, {x })

for ally EX.  (Note that this is a generalization of property (b) above.) An

analogous theorem is proved for separable CCR-spaces.

II. Local properties. As we noted above, Phillip Zenor has shown that

every CPN-space is a Fréchet space. In this section, we introduce two new classes

of spaces, called IV-spaces and IVfc-spaces, which are contained in the class of

Fréchet spaces. With the help of these classes of spaces, we shall improve upon

the aforementioned result of Zenor, and obtain some results concerning the local

properties of CN-spaces and CCR-spaces as well.

Let S be a subset of a topological space X, and consider the following two-

person infinite game:  player I chooses an open set Ux containing S, and then

player II chooses a point xx EUX; player I chooses another open set U2 contain-

ing 5, and player II chooses some point x2 E U2, and so on. We shall say that

player I wins the game if the sequence {xx, x2,... } converges to S (i.e., if S

is contained in the open set U, then there exists n0EN such that xnEU for all

n > nQ). More formally, a strategy at S for player I is a map a: ?(X) —*• rs(X),

where f(X) is the set of finite subsets of X and ts(X) is the sei of open subsets

of X containing S.  (Here a({xx,x2,... , xn}) represents the open set player I

would choose if {xx, x2.xn } have been the first n choices of player II.) A

strategy a at S is called a winning strategy at S if every sequence {xx, x2,... }

such that xn + x E a({xx, x2,. .. , xn }) for all n EN converges to S. We shall

call a space X a Wk-space (W-space) if there exists a winning strategy at each com-

pact subset (point) of X.  Certainly every rVft-space is also a IV-space. Our next

theorem relates these spaces to known classes of spaces. (IV-spaces are studied in

detail in [4]. We include here only those results which are useful in our study of

CPN-spaces.)

Theorem 2.1. Every first countable space is a W-space and every W-space

is countably bisequential^); furthermore, every subspace of a Wk-space (W-space)

is a Wk-space (W-space).

Proof.  Let {Un }~=1 be a countable local basis at jc0 G X. Then the

strategy a: ¥(X) —* tx (X) given by a(xx.xn) = Un is obviously a win-

ning strategy at x0. Thus a first countable space is a W-space.

Let xQ E X and let {Fn }~=1 be a sequence of subsets of X such that Fn D

(3) A space X is said to be countably bisequential if whenever {Fx, F2, . . . } is a se-

quence of subsets of X such that Fn D Fn+\ and x0 e Fn for all n, there exists xn e Fn

such that {x- Y^=x —► Xq.  Every countably bisequential space is a Fréchet space.   For a

study of countably bisequential spaces, see E. Michael [9] and R.C.Olsen [11].
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Fn + X and x0 EFn for zz = 1, 2,. . . . Player II can always choose some xn E

Fn, so if there is a winning strategy for player I at x0, there must also be a se-

quence {xn }~=1 —*■ x0 such that xn EFn for all n. Thus every W-space is

countably bisequential.

Finally, let S C X he a subset of a Wk-space X. Let A be a compact sub-

set of S and let o: T(X) —► rK(i) be a winning strategy at K in the space X.

Then it is easy to see that the strategy a': T(S) —► tK(S) defined by o'(F) =

o(F) n S is a winning strategy at K in the subspace S.  The same proof shows

that every subspace of a IV-space is a IV-space.

The following theorem is an improvement of Theorem 2.2 in [16] :

Theorem 2.2. Every CPN-space is a Wk-space.

Proof.  Let T he a continuous PN-operator for the CPN-space X and let C

be a compact subset of X. Define a strategy a at C as follows:  o(Xj,. . . , xn)

is the set of all y E X such that there exists a point c(y)EC for which

T(c(y), H U {y}) < 1/zz for all HE {xlt . . . ,x„}. Clearly CC ofx,,... ,x„),

and since T is continuous, o(xx,. .. , xn) is open.

Let {z„>ñ=i be such that zn + x E o(zx,. . . , z„) for all n, and suppose

{zn }"=1 -j* C.  Then there is a subsequence {z„rk)}k=i which has no cluster

point in C.  Let Z = (U*=i izn(k)))~ ■ ijet ck = c(zn(fc))> and let cQEChea

cluster point of {cx, c2,. . . }. Since z„(zzz) G a(Zj.zn(m-i)> • • • »

zn(m)-i)>we have T(cm• U*=i izn(k)i) < lKnim) - 0. which goes to zero

as zzz —> °°. However, U*=1 iz„'k)) —*■ Z in 2X as zzz —* °°, and c0 is a cluster

point of {Cj, c2, . . . }. Thus T(c0, Z) = 0, and so {z„,k-)}k=x has a cluster

point in C, namely c0. This contradiction proves the theorem.

Corollary 2.1.   Every CPN-space is countably bisequential.

Proof.  Immediate, in view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

Theorem 2.3 does not generalize to CCR-spaces, as is seen by Example 4.3.

However, we do have the following positive result:

Theorem 23. Let X be a CCR-space and let x0 G X. If there is a count-

able subset CofX such that x0EC- C, then X is W at x0 (i.e., there exists a

winning strategy at x0).

Proof.  Let {c,, c2,. . . } be an enumeration of C.  Define a: T(X)—►

tx (X) as follows:  z G a(xx,. . . ,xn) if and only if T(x0,(Cm,HU {z}))>

1 - l/(zz + 1) for all zzz < zz and H C {x,, .. ., x„ }, subject to the condition

that cm £H.

Let {z„}^=1 be such that zn+1 Eo(zx,... ,zn) for all n, and suppose

{z„}^=1 -r>xo- Then there is a subsequence {znik)}k=x which does not clus-

ter at x0. We may assume n(k) < n(k + 1) for all k E N.   Then let Z =

il)k=lizn(k)))~-
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Since T(x0, (x0, Z)) = 0, there are open sets U in X containing x0 and f

in 2X containing Z such that if y E U and K G f, then T(x0, (y, K)) < 1/2.

Choose cM in U - Z, and M' so large that n(M') > M and {zn,X), . . . , zn,M>)}

E (/. Since zn,M,+ x) E a(zx,. . . ,z„(AÍ').z„(aí'+i)-i)>

r(x0, (cM, {z„(1),.. . , rn(M-+1)})) > 1 - l/n(M' + 1) > 1/2.

However, cM E U and {z„(1),. . . , z„(Ai'+1}} G (/, so

n^o' (caí. i^(i). • • • .*„(*'+1)}))< 1/2,

a contradiction. Thus o is a winning strategy at x0.

E. Michael [9] has shown that if the closed continuous image of a metric

space is countably bisequential, it is metrizable. As a corollary to this and Theo-

rem 2.3, we have an easy proof of the following result of Zenor:

Corollary 2.2 (Zenor). ///: M —*■ X is a closed continuous map of the

metric space M onto the CCR-space X, then X is metrizable.

Proof.  The closed continuous image of a metric space is a Fréchet space.

Thus each point of x is either isolated, or there is a nondegenerate sequence of

points converging to it.  By Theorem 2.3, X is a W-space, and hence countably

bisequential. By Michael's result, then, X is metrizable.

To complete this section, we have a result concerning continuously normal

spaces.

Theorem 2.4. A CN-space X is W at each point that is Gs in X.

Proof.  Let x0 EX,x0E fi~=1G„, Gn open, with Gn + 1 C G„ for all

n. LetHn =G2n_x - G2n andA„ =G2n -G2n+X,n = 1,2,-Ifx0is

discrete, there is nothing to prove, so assume x0 is not discrete. Then either x0

E (Uñ=i H„)~ or x0 E (Un=i KnT' Without loss of generality, we may assume

x0 E ((J~=1 Hny. It is easy to see that ((J~=i #„) U {x0} = ((X=1 HH)~ ■

We claim that there is an infinite co-infinite set A* C N such that jc0 G

(\J{Hn\nEA*})-and x0E(\J{Hn\n EN-A*})-. Suppose not. Let T

be a continuous AT-operator for X, and let A be an infinite co-infinite subset of

N such that x0 E (\J„eA Hn)~. Let

Kn\,n= VW*» <'<». id],

and let

Km,n =\J{Hi\m<i<n,iEN-A}.

Then (K0oo)~ = K% «, U {x0},and since we have assumed thatx0 £ (\Jn<ÊA H )~,

A0>oo is a closed set. Thus T(x0, (A° „ U {x0}, A0>0O)) = 0. Since K*0 „
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converges to (Kl0 „)- in 2X, for i = 1 or 2, there is «(1) G N such that

^o.^MO)))^1/4-

TTXo-^O.nO) UKn(l),°°>K0,n(l) U Kn(l),°° U {*(J)) = *•

Choose zz(2) > zz(l) so that

Tix0>iKo,n(i) U ^„(1)n(2),A0 „(1) u ^„(i),„(2)))>3/4-

We continue in like manner. Let S(zzz) = 0 if zzz is even, and 5(zzz) = 1 if

zzz is odd. Let e(zzz) = 1 — 5(zzz). If zz(zzz) has been chosen, choose n(m + 1) >

zz(zzz) so that

rix0, I U Kn{i)iB(/+i), LI ^n(i),n(/+l)))

is less than 1/4 if zzz is even and is greater than 3/4 if zzz is odd. (We let «(0) = 0.)

t(Xo, (ojr=o *X(,+i))-. (ur=o *$Ui+o>"» « «pm to o or 1.
Thus there is zzz0 G N such that if m > m0, then

is always less than 1/4 or always greater than 3/4. This gives us the contradiction

which proves our claim.

Let A*, then, be an infinite co-infinite subset of N such that

x0G (\J{Hn\nEA*})    n ((J {Hn\n EN - A*})    .

LetA*={p(T),p(2),... },andlet//*= \J{Hn\n EN- A*}.

Choose Xj EH*. If x¡ has been chosen for all i < zzz, choose xm+1 G

U OH*, where £/ is an open set containing x0 such that if x G U and A C

{xx,...,xm}, then T(x0, (\JT=i HP(i)> A U {x})) > 1 - 1/zzz.  This is possible

since we always have T(x0, (IJ£L| Hpt{), K U {x0})) = 1 for each K C

1X|, . . . , xm j.

Suppose {Xj, x2,. .. } does not cluster at x0. Then as zzz —► °°,

f •• (¿Hp(i)' "y! {x'}))

^n»0,    U^W^froMUtr,}]    ]j = 0.

However, 7Yx0, (IJ^ fl^Ufei"1 {**})) > 1 - 1/m ̂  1 as zzz -» «. There-

fore {xx, x2,... } does cluster at x0, and it follows from Theorem 2.3 that X

is IV at xft.
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HI. Metrization theorems. Suppose T: X x 2X —► [0,1] is a continuous

PN-operator for a space X.  A base for the topology of X may be written in terms

of T in various ways. If X has a countable dense subset C, then f (C), the set of

all finite subsets of C, is dense in 2X. Thus the values of T are determined by

its values on the countable set C x F(C). Using this fact in the right way, we

can actually get a countable base for X. Indeed we can extend the idea to

CCR-spaces to get our next theorem, which substantially improves several results

of Zenor [16].

Theorem 3.1. A separable CCR-space is metrizable.

Proof.  Let T: X x MD(x) —* [0, 1] be a continuous CR-operator for the

separable space X with countable dense subset Q = {rx,r2,... }. For each

x E X and n E N, let Ux „ he the set of all z E X such that

T(x,(r,HV{z}))>l-l/n

for all pairs (r, H) E Mpfx) such that r and H are contained in {rx, r2,. .. , rn }.

Since for each n, there are only a finite number of such pairs, and since T is

continuous, it is easy to see that Ux n is an open set containing x. We shall show

that {Ur n\r E Q, n EN)is a countable basis for X.

Givenx0 EX, we claim that there is a sequence {sn}~=x —*-x0 such that

sn E Q and xQEUs  n for all n EN.  If jt0 G Q, we can take x0 = sn for all n.

If x0 $z Q, let {qn }~=1 be a sequence converging to x0 such that qn E Q

for all n. By Theorem 2.3, A" is a Fréchet space; hence such a sequence must

exist. Let k E N, and let {r}UHC {rx,...,rk} with r £ H.  Since

T(x0, (r» H u ix0})) — 1, there is an open set Ur H k containing x0 such that if

x and y ate in UrH k, then T(x, (r, H U {y})) > 1 - 1/k.  Let

Vk = H {UrHk \{r}VHC{rx,..., rk), r$H},

and choose qn,k) G Vk. Then T(qn,ky (r, H U {x0})) > 1 - 1/Jfc for all r and

//"such that {/•} U#C {rx,... ,rk}, provided r£H. ThusXnGl^       k. If

we now let sk = q„/k\, we have the desired sequence.

Let x0 EU, X, U open. We shall show that for some nEN,x0EU.  „

cry.
Suppose not; then there exists an open set V such that x0EVCU and

Us   n - V ̂  0 for any n. Choose p(l)EN such that n > p(l) implies sn E V.

' Choose tx E {Ui       p{1) - K) n (2.  Let p(2) = max {m(l), n(l), p(l)} +

1, where m(l) and «(1) are such that s ,xX = tx = fn,xy

If p(/) has been chosen for all i < k, choose p(k + 1) as follows:  choose

*k G (tf, ,*„,(*) - V) n «2 and let p(k +1) = max {m(*), «(fc), p(*)} + 1,
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where m(k) and n(k) are such that s ,k-, = rm,k-, and tk = rn,ky

We have sp,k_x^ = rm,k_x<) and m(k - 1) <p(k); also, for all/ < k, t¡ =

rnU) and zz(/) < p(j + 1) < p(fc). Thus

{*,(,_,)} uQj1 {t,}\ C{rx,...,rp,k)},

and ^(fc.i) £ U*«!1 {'/} since ï„ G F for all zz > p(l), whüe ry G X - V for all

i EN.  Thus ffc G ^p(fc)>p(fc) implies

r(sP(fe)' (sP(ft-D- y i'/î)) >i - tipo)»

which converges to 1 as k —► °°.

But sp(fc) -*x0 and U;Í, {tf} -KU£=i {tj})~ as * — ». Thus

r(W)' (w-t)' y {'/>)) -*T(xo> /*o> /Ü   *'/>)')) = °>

a contradiction.

Therefore, for some nEN,xQEUs   „ C £/; hence {i/rf„k G Q, zz G N} is

a basis for X. Since a regular space with a countable basis is metrizable, the theo-

rem is proved.

Corollary 3.1. A paracompact locally separable CCR-space X is metriz-

able.

Proof.  Let x0 G X and let U be an open subset of X containing x0 with a

countable dense subset. Then U is a separable CCR-space, hence metrizable. Thus

X is locally metrizable, and so by a well-known theorem of Nagata [10], is

metrizable.

Example 5.2 shows that the hypothesis of separability in Theorem 3.1 can-

not be replaced by Lindelöf. However, if we restrict ourselves to CPN-spaces, we

can improve Theorem 3.1 as follows:

Theorem 3.2. For a topological space X, the following are equivalent:

(i) X is a separable metric space.

(ii) X is a CPN-space satisfying the countable chain condition (4).

(iii) X is a Lindelöf CPN-space.

(iv) X is a separable CPN-space.

(4)A space X satisfies the countable chain condition if every family of disjoint open

subsets of X is countable.
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Proof,  (iv) => (i). This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.

(i) =* (ii). This follows from the fact that every metric space is CPN and

every separable space satisfies the countable chain condition.

(ii) ■* (iii). Let AT be a CPN-space satisfying the countable chain condition,

and suppose X is not Lindelöf.  Since a CPN-space is hereditarily CPN, every

separable subspace is metrizable, and hence Lindelöf. By [13, Theorem 3], a non-

Lindelöf space in which the closure of every countable discrete subspace is

Lindelöf must contain an uncountable discrete subset. However, since X is heredi-

tarily collectionwise normal, there must then exist an uncountable family of dis-

joint open subsets of X. This contradiction shows that X must be Lindelöf.

(iii) ■* (iv).  Let Z be a Lindelöf CPN-space with continuous PN-operator T.

We shall prove that X is separable.

For each xEX, let Ux = {y E X\ T(y, {x}) < 1}. By the continuity of

Tand the fact that T(x, {x}) = 0, Ux is an open set containingx. Let

{^x(i)}/=i be a countable subcover of {Ux\x EX}.

For each i E N and x G X, let 1/1= {y E X\ T(y, {x(i), x}) < 1/2}. Let

{U¡c(t,f)}fLi be a countable subcover of {U'x\x EX}.

We continue the process inductively. Suppose x(ix, i2,.... ik) have been

chosen for all (/,,. . . , ik) E Nk, k < n.  Then for each element (ix, . . . ,in_x)

EN"~X and x E X, we define

U*xx.'"-1 - j y € xVrly, {x} U "y   {*(/,,. . . , ik)}\ <l/nl.

Let

rr/i'—'n-i-i00
^(/1,...,/„)^„=i

be a countable subcover of {if1."~1\x E X}.

We shall show that Q = {x(ix,... , ik)\(ix,... ,ik)E Nk, k EN} isa

countable dense subset of X. To this end, let x0 be an arbitrary element of X.

x0 E Ux/t ) for some ix EN; we have T(x0, x(ix)) < 1. Choose i2 EN such

that xn E if1..   .   ■ then

3r,(^0'Wii).^i./'2)})<l/2.

If ix, i2,. . . ,ik  have been chosen, choose ik+x E N so that

k + l \       j

Tix0, u wl.....ijn)<i + i'

Then T(x0, (\JJL x{x(ix,..., ij)})" ) = 0; thus x0 E Q and the proof is fin-
ished.

Our next theorem is somewhat technical, but we shall use it in the next

section to get an example of a first countable nonmetrizable CPN-space.
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Theorem 33. Let f:X —*■ Y be a perfect map of a space X onto a CPN-

space Y. If X condenses onto a metric space M with dim M = 0, then X is a

CPN-space.

Proof.  Following Borges [1, Theorem 8.1], we get a homeomorphism of

X into the space M x Y.  Since dim M = 0, M is homeomorphic to a subspace of

the countable product of discrete spaces. Thus by Zenor [16, Theorem 2.8], M

x y is a CPN-space.  Therefore X is a CPN-space.

It is interesting to note that it is unknown whether the product of a CPN-

space with a metric space is CPN. If it is, then the condition in the above theo-

rem that dim M = 0 can be removed.

IV. Examples. Our first example is the most important, answering a ques-

tion of Zenor which was raised in an earlier version of [16] ; namely, whether

every CN-space is metrizable.

Example 4.1.  There exists a CPN-space which is not first countable.

Proof.  Let A be an uncountable set and let Z+ U {°°} be the space of

positive integers, together with the point <», with the discrete topology.

Let X' he the subspace of TlaeA(Z+ U {°°})a consisting of all functions/

such that if/(a) = zz G Z+, then f(ß) = °° for all ß + a. Denote by zza that ele-

ment of X' for which zza(a) = n, and by to that element for which co(a) = °° for

allaG^.

Let X he the space obtained from X' by adding all singletons except co to

the topology, together with all sets of the form

On = {w}U {ma\m>n}.

For every open set U containing co, the set Ay — {a E A | there does not

exist na E U} is finite. Suppose {U(ri)}'n°_x is a countable local basis at co.

Since A is uncountable, there exists aef)ñ=i (A - Auln)). But then X -

{na\n GZ+} is an open set containing co which does not contain U(n) for any

nEZ+. Thus X is not first countable.

We claim that AT is a CPN-space. To prove this, we shall construct a func-

tion 7: 2X —>Z+ U {<»} with the following properties:

(a) 7(F) = o° if any only if to G F;

(b) if y(F) = n, then there is an open set U in 2X containing F such that

7(A) = zz for all K E U;

(c) if co G F, then for each n E Z+, there is an open set (/ in 2X contain-

ing F such that 7(A) > n for all K E 1/.

Suppose we have such a function 7. Define T: X x 2X —► [0, 1] as

follows:
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r(w, F) = Uy(F),

(0 if»86F,

T(na, F) =  j max{1/7(F)j l/n} tf „a ^ F.

(If 7(F) = ~, we shall say 1/7(F) = 0.)

We shall first prove that T is continuous at every point (x, F)EX x 2X\

there are several cases to consider:

(i) If x = na E F, then T(na, F) = 0. Clearly, W = ({zza}, < {na}, X))

is an open subset of X x 2X containing (zza, F) such that if (y, H) E U, then

T(y, H) = 0.

(ü) If x = na £ F, let U be open in 2X such that F G U, zza £ U U, and

if (a) to yÈ F, then HEU implies y (H) = 7(F); if (b) to G F, then H E U im-

plies y(H) >n.  Let W = ({na}, U). Then it is easy to see that (y, H)E(f)

implies T(y,H) = T(na,F).

(iii) If x = to G F, T(x, F) = 0. Choose e > 0. There is zz G Z+ such

that l//z < e. Let U be an open subset of 2X containing F such that HEU

implies y(H) > n. Let W = (On, U). Then ( v, z7)e((| implies T(y, H)<e.

(hi) If x = to yÊ F, let U be an open subset of 2X containing F such that

if H EU, 7(H) = y {F). Let zz > 7(F), and let lH = ((I-F)nOB,Un <F>).

Then if ( v, #) G W, we see that T(y, H) = 1/7(F) = T(x, F). This takes care

of all the cases; hence T is continuous.

Clearly, for each F G 2X, we have F= {xEX\ T(x, F) = 0}. Thus T is

a continuous PN-operator for X, and X is a CPN-space.

Construction of the function 7. Define C(a) = {na\n EZ+}. Sets of the

form On n (X - \J"Lx C(a¡)), where {ax,.. . , 0^} is a finite subset of .4, are

a local basis at to. Thus a set F is closed if and only if to G F, or there exists an

integer n and a finite subset {ax.am } of A such that F C (X - On) U

Ui=i C(a,). For a closed set F where to £ F, define

covF = min j zzz + «|FC (*- On) U |J Cía,)!

for some {ax,. .., am } C A.

Lemma 1.   For each closed set F with <¿$. F, there is a finite set HCF

such that cov H — cov F.

Proof. Let F C (X - O^) U IJjli C(ct,), where M + N = co\ F. For

each 1 = 1,..., M, choose xt E F n C(af) such that xt (a¡) = max {zz | zza EF}

if this maximum exists; otherwise choose xt E F O C(a¡) such that x^) >

covF.
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Since FC(X - 0N_X) U lj£L, C(a¡), there is yx E F O 0N_X n (X-

\jf=x C(of)). Since F £ (X - 0N_2) U \Jf=\x C(at), where yx G C(aM+x),

there is y2 E F n 0JV_2 n (X - [J¡=Y £(<*,))• Continue in like manner, de-

fining y 3,y4,. ..,yN.

Let H = (J" i U /Li {*!'>>>• Since HCF,covH<M + N = covF.

Suppose HC(X-0N<)U \J%X C(ßt), where cov H = M' + N'. lfN' <N,

then {yx,. . . ,yN_N>,xx, . . . ,xM} C 0N>. Therefore, since all elements of

H are in different C(ß)'s,M'>M + (N- N'). Thus M' + N' >M + N, and so

M' +N'=M + N.

Suppose N' > N.  If X - 0N< contains more than N' - N of the x¡'s,

there would be at most M - (N' - N + 1) of the x¡'s left. Then, by the way the

x¡'s were chosen, X - 0N-, together with the corresponding M - N' + N — 1 of

the C(a)'s, would cover F, contradicting cov F = M + N.  We have, then, that

X - 0N> contains no more than N' - N of the x¡s.  Hence M' > M - (N' - Af ),

and so M' + N' > M + N.  Thus cov H = M + N, and the lemma is proved.

Let F he closed, cj ^ F.  It is now clear that we can find a finite set H* C

F with card(/f*) = cov H* = cov F, such that if ma E F and naEH* with

m<n, then cov((H* — {na}) U {ma}) < cov H*. Call such a set minimal for

F.  (H* is obtained by a imite process from the H of the previous lemma. If na

E H, we replace na by ma, where m is the smallest integer such that maEF and

cov((H - {na}) U {ma}) = cov F.)

For H finite, define max H = max {n\naEH for some a E A }. For F

closed with co ̂  F, define

7(F) = max {max H\H is minimal for F}.

If co G F, let 7(F) = °°.

Lemma 2. 7(F) is well defined, i.e., if Fis closed and co ̂  F, then the

set {max H\H is minimal for F} is bounded.

Proof.  Let F C (X - 0N) U \jf=x C(a¡). Suppose {max Hn }^=1 —►

°°, where each Hn is minimal for F.  Then there are p(«)a(„) G /fn such that

{p(n)}„°-.x —>°°.   There must be an infinite number of the p(n)atn)'s in one of

the Cf^'s, 1 < i <M.  Thus there are integers n and n" such that cov F<

p(n') <p(n") and o(n') = a(«"). But clearly cov((Hn» - {p(n")a/n")}) U

{/>(«')a(„')}) = cov /f„", contradicting minimality of Hn«. Thus Lemma 2 is

proved.

It is clear from Lemma 2 and the definition of 7 that 7 has property (a).

Froo/ that y has property (b). Let 7(F) = Af. There is a set H minimal

for F such that max H = N. LetH= {na E F\n <N and H n C(a) * 0} =

{hx,...,hk}.
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Let Ü = < {hx}.{hk}, F) and suppose K E (J. Since HCHCKC

F, H is minimal for K; hence 7(A) > N.

Let L be minimal for K and suppose max L = N' > N, where Nß E L.  If

KC(X- On)U\J"Lx C(a¡) where zzz + n = cov A, then ß = a¡ for some z,

1 < z < m, since A^ G A and N' > N = y(F) > cov F = cov A.  Thus, since //

C K, C(ß) DHÏ0, for otherwise cov H < cov K.

Let p be the least integer such that pßEF and cov L = cov((¿ - {N'ß}) U {p^}).

Since L is minimal for K and H CK,pßfi H.  Thus p>N.

Let I, = ((I - {A¡j'}) U {p^}). Pick naEL,a¥=ß. Letq be the least

integer such that qaEF and cov Lx = cov((Lx - {na}) U {qa}). Let £2 =

(¿, - {«a» U {<7a}. Pick zzzg EL, 5 yÈ {o; /3}, and continue in like manner.

It is easy to see that if card(I) = /, then L¡ is minimal for F. But max L =

p> N, contradicting 7(F) = N Thus max L <N and we have 7(A) = N.

Proof that y has property (c). Let F be closed with to G F, and choose

NEZ+.

Case I.  Suppose to G (F - {w})~. Then either {a E A | C(a) n F is in-

finite} is an infinite set, or {zz|zza G F and C(a) O F is finite} is not bounded.

In either case, we can easily find p(zz)a(„) G F, zz = 1, 2,. . . , such that p(zz) <

p(n + 1) and a(zz) i= a(n) for zz =£ zz'.

Let H = Uíl, {pii)a(i)}. Clearly cov ff - N.  Let U = < {p(l)a(1)}, • • • ,

{p(N)a,n)}, X). If K EU, then cov K > cov H = N, so 7(A ) > N.

Case II. Suppose F = F' U {to}, F' closed and to yÈ F'.  Choose NEZ+,

N > cov F'. Let H — {hx, . . . , hk } be minimal for F', and let ^40 = {a E

A\C(a)C\H*0}. LetV=(X-\JaBAoC(a))DON. Let U = < {hx}, . . . ,

{hk }, F', V), and suppose K E U. Since H C K and A n F * 0, it is easy to

see that cov A > cov H = cov F'. Thus if Z, is minimal for K, L O V ¥= 0, for

otherwise L C F' and cov Z, < cov F'. Thus max L> N, and so 7(A )> N and

the proof is finished.

Example 4.2. There is a first countable CPN-space which is not metrizable.

Proof.  Let K C [0, 1] be the Cantor set. Let M = (LÇ=i(tf x í1/"»)

U (A x {0}). Let Y he the set M with the following topology:  the points of

(J^_, (K x {1/zz}) are discrete, and a basic neighborhood of (x, 0) is the set

Un(x,0)={yEY\d(y,x)< ¿} - {(x, ¿)|w GZ+| .

Let X he the space of Example 4.1, using K as the uncountable set A.  It is

easy to see that X is homeomorphic to the factor space Y/K x {0}. Since Y

condenses onto the 0-dimensional metric space M, where M is viewed as a sub-

space of [0, 1] x [0, 1], Y is a CPN-space by Theorem 3.3. Thus Y is a first

countable CPN-space, and is not metrizable because there is a perfect map from Y

onto the nonmetrizable space X.
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According to Zenor [16], a CR-operator T for a space X is said to be

monotone if whenever ( y, H) and ( v, A) are in UD(X) such that H C K, we

have r(x, (y, H)) < T(x, (y, K)) for every xEX. X is said to be continuously

monotonically completely regular (CMCR) if X admits a monotone CR-operator.

Example 43. There exists a Lindelöf CMCR-space which is not a CN-space.

Proof. Let Í2 be the first uncountable ordinal. Let X be the space ob-

tained from ordinal space [0, £2] with the usual interval topology by prescribing

all ordinals a < SI to be discrete. (This space was shown by H. Tamaño and

J. E. Vaughn in [14] to be elastic; hence by a theorem of Borges [2], it is mono-

tonically normal.)

If H is a closed subset of X, define

sup# = inf{aG [0, í2]|ft<aforall/iG//}.

Define a function T: X x MD(x) —* [0, 1] as follows:

(i) T(x, (y, H)) = 0ifx = v, or if y > sup H and x £ H;

(ü) T(x, (y, H)) = 1 if x E H, or if y < sup H and x # y.

It is easily checked that T is well defined for each (x, (y, H)) EX x MD(X).

We shall prove that Tis continuous by showing that T~x(0) and T~x(l)

ate open sets. Let (x, ( y, H)) E T~x(0). If x = y =£ Í2, then ({x}, ({y}, X))

is an open set in X x HjjiX) containing (x,(y,H)) and contained in T~x(0). If

x =y = SI, then sup H< SI, and ((sup H, SI], ((sup H, SI], [0, sup H])) con-

tains (Í2, (Í2, H)) and is contained in T~x(0). Ifx&y, but y > sup H and

x£ H, then there are the following three possibilities:

(i) x < SI and y < SI,

(ii) x = SI and y < SI,

(iii) x < SI and y = SI.

It is an easy matter to check that (x, (y, H)) is in the interior of T~x(0) in

each of these three cases. The proof that T~x(l) is open is similar. Thus T is a

continuous CR-operator.

Suppose (y, H) and (y, AT) are elements of UD(X) such that H C K.  If x

is such that T(x, (y,K)) = 1, then certainly T(x, (y, H)) < T(x, (y, K)). If

T(x, (y,K)) = 0, then either

(i) x = y, in which case T(x, (y, H)) = 0, or

(ii) y > sup K and x fi K,

in which case y> sup H andx £ H, so T(x, (y, H)) = 0. Thus T(x, (y, H))

< T(x, (y, K)) for every x E X.  Hence Tis a monotone CR-operator, and so

A-is CMCR.
We shall prove by contradiction that X is not a CN-space. Suppose there

exists a continuous A^-operatorT for X. Leta<i2. For every pair of finite subsets
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Fand G contained in [0, a] such that F("l G = 0, T(Sl, (FU {£2}, G)) = 0 and

71(Í2, (F, G U {Í2})) = 1. Thus for each zz G Z+ there exists an ordinal ßn(a, F, G)

< SI such that if y > ßn(a, F, G) and H C [ßn(o, F,G),SÏ],HE 2X, then

T(y, (F,U H,G))< Un and T(7,(F, G U H)) > 1 - 1/zz.  Let

ß(a) = sup{0„(tv, F, G)|zz GZ+, Fand G finite disjoint subsets of [0, a] }.

Then whenever y > ß(a), H C [ß(a), SI], HE 2X, and F and G are finite disjoint

subsets of [0, a], we must have T(y, (F U H, G)) = 0 and T(y, (F, GUH))= 1.

Now let ûj =£ S j, with ot, < Í2 and 5j < Í2, and proceed as follows:  if o^

and 6¡ have been chosen for all i < zz, choose an + hn not yet chosen such that

{a„,8n} cUnp {ß(ai),ß(di)},Sl\.

Consider (Í2, (IXi i«/}. ÖT=i Í5/») G * * M(*).

since an+x> sup {£(«,), j3(5,.)} > /3(sup/<„ fa,., 5,.}). Hence

y(n,(ü {ov},Ü {«,})) -o.

Similarly, r(í2,(IJ?=i {a,}, U?=V («/») = 1, and so T(Í2, (ljr=i {«;},
Uí^i i5/})) = 1» a contradiction, which proves that X is not CN.

Example 4.4.  There exists a CMCR-space Y and a compact (in fact, finite)

subset A of Y such that the factor space Y/A is not CCR.(s)

Proof.  Let X he the space of Example 4.3, and let Y be the disjoint

union of X and a convergent sequence with limit point y0. Let A = {£2, y0}.

In T/z!, there is a nondegenerate sequence of points converging to A, the image

of A under the projection. Thus by Theorem 2.3, if Y/A is a CCR-space, it must

be W at A.  But Y/A is not even Fréchet at A, since [0, Í2) clusters at A.  Thus

y//! is not a CCR-space.
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